Prof. Tyndall in 1868 was the first to point this out. Now, the fact that Major Holmes found that the action of the red iodide of mercury was much intensified by exposing the patients to the direct rays of the sun appeared to Dr Turner to depend upon the physical action of the iodine that had been mentioned. He offered this as a suggestion. Further, the fact that the red iodide is the most efficacious points in the same direction, because the red substance would also serve to transmit the heat rays only. The solar radiation would be filtered by the application, and the gland would be subjected to the full blaze of the calorific rays without the vibration of its molecules being altered by the visible Br Bawson Turner, in replying to the remarks made by Drs Craig and Jamieson, did not know how much the action of the iodine would be masked by the presence of the other ingredients in the ointment, nor had he had an opportunity of measuring the absorption produced by the red iodide ointment. It was not from a study of the effects produced in disease by this ointment only that he had ventured upon making the suggestion, but from the consideration of the general uses of iodine in solution in producing absorption. The brown colouring matter to which Dr Jamieson alluded would probably serve to absorb the visible rays of the spectrum; but without an experiment, it would be difficult to say what rays it would transmit. Prof. Tyndall found that brown paper was at once set on fire by obscure radiation,?i.e., that it was a powerful absorbing medium for the invisible rays, as we also know that it is for the visible rays.
Note added later.?He found that Prof. Tyndall made some experiments with the red iodide of mercury rubbed on paper, and found that while it absorbed the luminous rays it transmitted a large proportion of the invisible heat rays. Hence it fell into line with the simple iodine.
